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00:27:19 Arnice Asquin: Happy birthday Robyn!!! 

00:27:23 Alex Denis: Happy birthday Robyn!!!             

00:27:32 Sasha Bogdanovic: Happy birthday Robyn!! 

00:27:32 Caroline Miller, Policy Analyst, Kelowna Chamber: Thanks for giving up your 

special day to all of us        

00:27:34 Jen Comer: Happy Birthday Robyn!!! 

00:27:41 Kerstin Renner: Happy Birthday, Robyn!!! 

00:27:41 Cat Moffat: Happy birthday Robyn :) 

00:27:44 Gerri Brightwell: Happy birthday Robyn!!               

00:27:44 Lana Fitt: Happy Birthday Robyn! 

00:27:56 Robyn Peel: Thanks everyone! Nowhere I'd rather be than with you amazing data 

folks! 

00:28:38 Alison MacDonald: Hi All, I'm joining from Central Kootenay, the traditional, 

unceded lands of the Sinixt, Ktunaxa, Syilx and Secwepemc peoples. 

00:29:50 Caroline Miller, Policy Analyst, Kelowna Chamber: The BC Chamber's Collective 

Perspectives study will be published after today's last regional roadshow workshop - and I can tell you 

that labour force issues scored the highest on the list of what businesses are facing. All the results will be 

released next week. 

00:30:24 laurel douglas: Thanks so much to today's speakers as well!! 

00:34:08 Robyn Peel: If you weren’t able to make the last two data sessions, the recording and 

slides are on the ETSI-BC website: https://www.etsi-bc.ca/data-201-webinar-series2/  

00:39:09 Robyn Peel: If you have questions for the presenters, feel free to write them in the 

chat as we go and we'll get to them after each presentation and then at the end. 

00:49:53 Theresa Wood: Congratulations! That is fantastic! 

01:03:16 Robyn Peel: The Selkirk College projet: https://selkirk.ca/about-selkirk/selkirk-

innovates/social-innovation/bridging-rural-homelessness-and-well-being 

01:14:02 Robyn Peel: https://www.ruraldevelopment.ca/publications/step-by-step-guide-to-

estimating-homelessness 

01:23:21 Megan Foster: I am sorry I have to drop off the call. A big thank you to all three 

presenters; really great use of data in all three communities! 

01:24:29 Robyn Peel: Love the level of detail of this data pull allows you to have. 

01:25:42 Sasha Bogdanovic: some interesting visualizations from the same dataset, example 

for City of Cranbrook, https://data.choosecranbrook.ca/business-economic-indicators 

01:27:49 Sasha Bogdanovic: and downloadable custom report at 

https://data.choosecranbrook.ca/report-builder by selecting "Business counts" in the Business 

dropdown 

01:28:42 Meeri Durand: Lana - I am just curious as to how you might be able to supplement this 

data with informal employment that might exist in specific sectors and small businesses? Specifically in 

agriculture and proprietor owned and operated small businesses, who may draw on friends and family. 

https://www.etsi-bc.ca/data-201-webinar-series2/


01:29:56 Sasha Bogdanovic: pretty good data available for smaller communities too, for 

example https://data.investgrandforks.com/business-economic-indicators 

01:30:40 Sasha Bogdanovic: kudos to Lana for highlighting this great dataset      

01:35:20 Sasha Bogdanovic: BC Stats also has similar dataset. StatCan doesn't report 

businesses with below 30k annual revenue, while BC Stats includes them too, albeit it gets published 

with the delay 

01:46:19 Ben Arnold: Thank you presenters for sharing and informing! 

Such meaningful work. Great to learn about the power of housing societies, partnerships with research 

groups, and finding business insights from statistics, like gaps for investment. Nice nod to regional 

partnerships. 

 

In case you're unaware, there is a BC cost-sharing program in the acquisition of ortho-imagery products: 

https://www.icisociety.ca/about/ 

01:49:33 Ben Arnold: Just curious if Columbia Basin Trust is a suitable funding source for 

housing projects/infrastructure for communities within their 'catchment area'? 

01:49:55 Caroline Miller, Policy Analyst, Kelowna Chamber: thanks to all - I found Lana's 

presentation particularly useful; in terms of how to overlay the NAICS StatsCan info over our 

membership breakdown - appreciate the usefulness of the 'how-to's' in our strat planning. Leaving now 

to prep a noon event.  Cheers, 

01:50:57 Meeri Durand: Yes, CBT has a funding program specific to Housing Initiatives within its 

geographical area. Castlegar has partnered with them for several projects to date. They usually are not a 

sole partner, but can make contribution. 

01:51:32 Sarah Breen: great presentations! Thanks for another amazing session. 

01:51:57 Ben Arnold: Reacted to "Yes, CBT has a fundi..." with      

01:52:16 Susan Mordy: More imagery data for BC 

https://news.gov.bc.ca/releases/2023WLRS0010-000512 

01:52:35 Alison MacDonald: Thank you to all the presenters. So much good information in 

just an hour and a half! 

01:52:37 Ben Arnold: Thanks for sharing Sasha! Those Cranbrook and Grand Forks visuals look 

slick. Nice work https://cityviz.ca/! 

01:52:52 Paul Wiest: Great presentations! 

01:52:53 Cat Moffat: Thank you everyone! 


